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The postal industry in transformation
market
y Mail market volumes declining at

gradually increasing speed
- Mail lost its status as preferred
means of communication
- Postal companies have started
downsizing operations
- Competitors grow market share
o new service levels
(e.g. 2 days per week)

y Liberalisation
- Agreed European scenario for

2011/1013
- With limited effects on real market
opening

y USO regulation: no new developments
- Minimum service level 5 days
- Scope may vary per country

y Parcel volumes growing
- B2C driven by homeshopping
- B2B related to GDP development
- Gradually growing cross border

y Privatisation, Consolidation
- Two full privatisations
- Three partly privatisations
- One rumoured privatisation
- One merger at hand

y Digital services still a question mark
- Mainly “value added services” to

y Economic Climate
- Strong recession expected

segment

domestic mail
- Interesting development at Itella
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Mail market trends
y Declining market throughout Europe
- Transaction mail substituted by new media
- Direct marketing budgets shift to internet

Emphasis con
on cost
costcutting
cutting
Limited innovation by PPO’s

y Emerging competition in some countries
- Different business models

Pressure on prices

20-30% lower unit cost
- Different service levels
o 1 - 3 days per week
o

y Fast growing market for standard parcels
- Fast growth in home shopping
- Increased demand for more service and quality
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New employment models

Profitable business models
New innovative entrants

Examples

Online banking in The Netherlands
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Examples

Online banking in The Netherlands

Digital vs Physical Direct Marketing
Expenditure (2002=100)
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Digital

Slight decline Direct Mail, but
strong growth in Digital Media
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Market: key trends
Direct Mail

• Decline in developed markets
• Northern Europe: 30-40% of addressed mail is direct mail
• Slight decline in direct mail and other media grow fast
• Still growth in unaddressed mail

• Room for growth in undeveloped markets
• Southern and Eastern Europe: 10-20% is direct mail
• Unaddressed hardly developed
• Growth possible but not shown yet in several markets
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Market: key trends
Competition

• Competition operates at significant lower unit cost:
downward trend in market prices for business mail
• Lower service levels: 1 or 2 deliveries per week
• Lower and flexible wage cost
• 20-30% lower unit cost compared to PPO

• Competition shows that there is a increasing market
segment for which day-certainty (24 hrs, day definite
products) is not necessary
• Customers will shift to lower service levels if the price is right
• Delivery frequency of 5 or 6 days is not necessary to provide
a satisfactory service
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Declining, Flat and Growing volumes in Europe
Decline

Flat

Germany
France
Netherlands
Belgium
Luxembourg
Denmark
Spain
Austria
Switzerland
Poland
Hungary
Bulgaria

12 countries
64% mail market

UK
Greece
Ireland
Portugal
Norway
Sweden
Czech Republic
Estonia
Lithuania

9 countries
27% mail market

Three consecutive years up to 2007
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Growth
Italy
Slovakia
Slovenia
Latvia
Romania
Finland

6 countries
9% mail market

Market: key trends
Homeshopping

Distant selling revenues Europe in € bln
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• Strong growth in e-retail volume,
and therefore in parcels
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• Mail order volume declining, but
compensated by e-commerce
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• Upward shift in price and
servicelevels because of
customer demand
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E-Bay
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• Emerging Cross Border Market

TV Shopping
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Some key market developments quantified

• Based on three consecutive years 2003-2005:
• Only 6 countries still show growth (9% of market)
• 12 countries show decline (64% of market)

• Competitors have significant lower unit cost and will drive down
market prices and service levels (for certain market segments)*
• Strong growth in B2C parcels;
B2B parcels continue to grow with GDP
• A moderate scenario shows
• The current mail market will decline
from € 60b (2005) to € 30-40b (2020)**
• The market for standard parcels will grow
from € 20b (2005) to € 30b (2020)*
*) 20% over-all price decline assumed **) In real terms 2005
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Some key market developments quantified
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• Substantial decline of mail
market
• Innovation needed to
compensate
Market estimates EU plus Switzerland and Norway

B2B
B2C

2005

2020

• Strong growth in parcel
markets, but with heavy
competition and increasing
service requirements
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Regulation
y Liberalization
- Around 50% of the European mail market currently liberalized,
but not easy accessible
- Full opening of the mail market from 2011 onwards

y Privatization
- Currently 5 Postal Companies are (partly) privatized
- Unclear how many will follow suit and when
- Political decisions and long leadtimes
y Universal Service
- Changing role of USO as means of communication
- For which market segment?
- How to fund?
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How do liberalisation arguments apply to PPO’s
Reasons to liberalise
y In general industries start to
grow and innovate
- Airlines, Public Transport,

Telecom, Financial Services
- Price reduction from 30-60%
depending on industry
- Innovations both commercially
and in production environment

y Arguments for postal

liberalisation
- Supports one internal European
-

market
Stimulates Innovation
Fosters Efficiency drive
Creates customer choice
Stimulates better prices

Effect on the PPO’s
y Early experiences with mail
competition show some of
these
- Competitors offer significant

lower prices, and some
innovative service
o New service levels from
competitors
o Mail Auctions in NL
o Formula Certa by TNT
Post in Italy
- Incumbent Posts innovate as a
reaction on competition

y Traditional Posts will lose

market share
- Depends on their ability to react
- Greater flexibility needed and
more distance from the state
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But real liberalisation still seems far away
Effective Liberalisation

y More than one provider of
postal services

y Substantial market share for

The European road to
liberalisation

y The real killers
- Licence requirements
connected to USO obligations
- Prohibitive sector wage setting

newcomers

y Major business breakers
y Customer choice in services
and prices

- VAT distortion
- Regulatory uncertainty
- Downstream access regime

y Additional competition hurdles
- Limited access to letterboxes
- State-ownership of PPO’s
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Status of Liberalisation 2008
Sweden

NL

Germany Austria

UK

Reserved Area
Licencing USO
High minimum wage
VAT Distortion
Regulatory uncertainty
Downstream access
Access to letterboxes
State owned PPO’s
End-to-end Competition

?
% of the European mail market 3%
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29%

68%

Finland

Other

Implementation of the Directive 2011 / 2013
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Access to letterboxes
State owned PPO’s
End-to-end Competition

% of the European mail market
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Other

Implementation of the Directive 2011 / 2013
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Other

Privatization
y Currently 5 Postal Companies are (partly) privatized
- TNT, DPWN, Post Denmark, De Post (Belgium) and Post Austria
- Countries covering 35% of the European mail market
y Privatization shifts the focus of the company
- Focus on shareholder value
Confrontation with capital markets
o Emphasis on growth, efficiency, innovation
- Level playing field with competitors and flexibility to react
- Availability of capital and flexibility to invest
o

y Privatization makes liberalisation really work
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Privatization

y Privatization makes liberalisation really work
y But transition issues might pose severe hurdles
- E.g. civil servant status of employees
- Refinancing of employee pensions
y Current economic climate is not helpful

y Transition process needs to be solved!!
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Profiles of some PPO-groups

DPWN

privatised
TNT
La Poste

non-privatised

Royal Mail
Itella
0

50

Mail
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CEP

Logistics

100

Other

Universal Service: the key trends will pose severe issues

Key Trend
• Electronic media will reduce the
interest of the mail as a
communication medium of choice

USO Issue
• For which part of the market do we
need a Universal Service with a
government guarantee?
•

• Liberalization offers businesses
alternatives to find the right
postal services in the market
place

Netherlands example: only for individual
mail, mainly targeted at private persons
(letterboxes, post-offices and delivery)

• What service level do we want to
guarantee over the long term?

• Competitors reveal market
segments with lower service
needs

• What is the price we want to pay for
it, and how do we want to fund it?

• Privatization will put the Postal
operators face to face with the
capital markets

• Will governments be willing to tender
the USO to market players once
PPO’s are privatized?

• Volumes will continue to decline
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How will the Postal Companies have to react?

• Declining Volumes
• Competition

• Cost reduction,
flexibility and
efficiency

• Changing Service Levels

• Expansion, Product
Innovation and Growth

• Changing USO

• Consolidation

• Privatization
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Cost reduction, flexibility and efficiency

• Efficiency drive will be put to two market tests:
• Costlevels good enough to stay ahead of competition
• New and innovative labour arrangements
• Returns good enough to attract investors

• Model will be similar in most European markets
• Combination of market wages, flexible labor and outsourcing
• Service levels set by market demand
• High level of automated mail processing
• Market solutions for the retail networks

• Issue: How to fund and organize the transition?
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Expansion, Innovation and Growth

• Investment capital needed

Internationalization

• Partnerships
Mail

• Market Vision

Parcels
Data
Print

Call Centers

E-Services
Home Services
Diversification
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Consolidation
y 29 Independent Public Postal Companies in Europe, plus some
private mail operators seems unlikely

y The advantages of consolidation will be
- Critical size vis a vis market developments
- Better access to investment capital
- International Expansion
- Serving Europe or Regional Markets as one market
y Privatization is key to a consolidation process
- Involvement of more than one government makes a
consolisation process too complicated
- There must be a business rationale

y Partly consolidation possibly easier
- Specific business areas like parcels or e-services
- Joint development of new services
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USO

Conclusions
y The market for traditional mail
will continue to decline
- Heavy restructuring
necessary
- New definition USO needed

y PPO’s need to develop their

growth business
- Become innovative, diversify
- Consolidate to develop scale

y Real liberalisation necessary
- No distorsion of LPF
- Not be afraid of competition
y Privatisation is key
- Operate in an open market
- Secure partnerships and
drive consolidation

Regulators and operators should focus on the transition process
Management
Employees
Financial Obligations
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End of presentation

